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ACT I

Scene 1

FADE UP

In an office, a businessman KEITH and his

colleague LOUISE sit next to each other at a desk

writing notes.

Louise coughs loudly and Keith glances over to

her, she notices him staring and looks up just as

he turns away. She continues staring at him until

he eventually looks up and gives her a surprised

expression. She turns back to her notes and he

stares back looking quizzical.

Keith stands up, bored, walks across the room to a

filing cabinet, opens it and then tries to close

it but finds it jammed. He then slams the cabinet

shut with a shove, and sees Louise watching him

impatiently. He shakes his head as a disclaimer

and Louise waves her pen at him before continuing

her writing. He then lets out a loud exhausted

sigh and Louise rolls her eyes while continuing to

scribble.

He walks towards the desk, slowly bending his

knees as if imitating a monkey, and when she looks

up he drops to the floor as if he was tying his

shoelaces.

He straightens up and walks around his desk to

take out a fly swat from his bottom drawer. He

then swipes at the air several times as if trying

to swat a fly, he walks back across the room and

stares into a fishbowl on a table. He taps the

glass with his finger several times, and Louise

drops her pen to scowl at him. He stops, looks

embarrassed and then pretends to swat a fly again.

Louise tears off a sheet of a paper she was

writing on, screws it into a ball and tosses it at

a wastepaper basket, but misses by several feet.

She goes back to writing and Keith stares at her,

irritated by her laziness.

Keith takes a deep breath of impatience, walks to

the desk, drops the fly swat, walks to the basket

and puts the paper in the basket. He then picks up

the basket and puts it down next to Louise. He

walks back to his seat, and Louise quickly tears

another sheet, crumples it and throws it at the

basket without looking, which misses again.

(CONTINUED)
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Keith stops, open-mouthed, stares angrily at

Louise and then walks to the front of the desk and

sits down on a rotating chair on wheels. With his

foot, he pushes himself to other side of the room

and rotates on the chair. Louise ignores him, and

he pushes himself back towards the desk to pick up

his fly swat, he pushes himself away from the desk

a second time, but pushes too hard and falls off.

Louise stares at him frowning with a look of

contempt. Keith stands and brushes himself off,

picks up the chair and shoves it into the corner.

Louise snorts and goes back to writing. Keith

stares at her and starts to whistle, as she

continues to ignore him. He walks towards the

fishbowl, his eyes on Louise, he checks that she’s

not looking, leans forward and then spits into the

bowl.

Louise looks up at him, suspicious, Keith smiles

at her and then continues to whistle. Louise’s

phone begins to vibrate on her desk and she

answers it.

LOUISE

Good afternoon, ’Happy Faces, Happy Feelings Wellbeing

and Self-Improvement Centre’, how can I help?

(A voice on other end explains that he’s

here for an appointment.)

Oh that’s excellent, I’m glad you’re here. No that’s

fine, you’re not too early, it’s no problem at all.

Yes, my colleague Keith will be down to meet you and

bring you up in just a second.

(pause)

Ok then excellent, yes, see you a minute. Ok bye for

now.

Louise puts the phone down, coughs and continues

writing, ignoring Keith. He stares at her, waiting

for her to speak to him, he stares at his shoes

impatiently, and clears his throat loudly before

speaking.

KEITH

Ahem. Well, who was it?

LOUISE

Pardon?

KEITH

Who was that?
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LOUISE

(staring at him blankly)

Our four o’clock’s waiting downstairs, could you go let

him in, thank you.

(waving her pen at him and then going

back to writing)

KEITH

(angry)

Yes, what was his name?

LOUISE

(impatient)

He said his name a second ago, it’s our four o’clock

appointment, my god!

KEITH

Yes, what is it?!

LOUISE

Mr. Plum

KEITH

What’s his first name?!

LOUISE

Terence!

(Keith opens the door, and goes to

leave.)

No, it’s Henry!

KEITH

Jesus Christ, Terence or Henry?!

LOUISE

Henry!

Keith exits stage left.

LOUISE

Idiot!

Louise throws down her pen, slams her folder shut,

tidies her desk, and then stands up and walks to

the centre of the room, where she waits and

straightens her dress. She smiles and then checks

her watch.

Keith and Henry can be heard chatting off stage,

but mainly Keith’s booming voice.

(CONTINUED)
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KEITH

Ah, my grandfather was stationed in Portsmouth when he

was in the Navy, it has quite an interesting military

history, if you’re into that sortof thing.

(enters stage left, but ignores Louise

who stands awkwardly smiling.)

My grandad used to love the Navy, after the war they

promoted him to special intelligence, and were teaching

him to Chinese to go work in Peking. Clever man, my

grandad, always doing crosswords, loved rugby and

football and chess.

The two men stand in the centre of the room. Keith

crosses his arms and continues to ignore Louise.

Henry looks nervously at Louise, who continues to

smile.

KEITH

What about yourself, do you like rugby or football, or

do you prefer cricket? I don’t mind a bit of cricket,

but golf bores me to death, unless there’s someone

really interesting playing it like that black fella -

oh, err -

(pause)

You know the one that had the affair, it was in the

Daily Mail. Not OJ Simpson, he killed his wife.

(pause)

Oh, nevermind.

HENRY

Sorry, I don’t follow sports.

(pause)

I do some running and hill-walking.

KEITH

(confused)

Oh, how odd.

(pause)

I guess you don’t support Pompey then.

HENRY

I’m not from Portsmouth, I was just studying there for

abit.

KEITH

Ah, my mistake.

(shuffling awkwardly)

They’re a rubbish club anyway. Well, perhaps, we can

talk about your other interests abit later then.

Louise?

Keith turns towards Louise who scowls at him

before breaking into a smile and stepping forward

to greet Henry and shake his hand.

(CONTINUED)
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LOUISE

(reaching and shaking Henry’s hand)

Hello, Mr Terence, my name is Louise, I’m so glad you

came, it’s good to finally meet you. You’ve met my

colleague Keith.

(pause)

Did you manage to find the building alright?

HENRY

Ah, yes.

(pause)

Plum

LOUISE

Pardon?

HENRY

Erm, Mr. Plum, Henry Plum. My name’s not Mr Terence.

LOUISE

(looking to Keith, who looks irritated)

Oh, I’m terribly sorry, did I say Terence?

(pause)

But you manage to find us okay?

HENRY

Yes, thank you.

LOUISE

(turning and walking behind the desk)

That’s good, sometimes people have a terrible time

finding us, and then they forget to call or let us know

if they’re lost.

(pause)

Please take a seat, I’ll just get your notes, and we

can start the assessment, and then you can tell us

about yourself. Just one moment.

Louise opens her drawer and removes a folder. She

takes a seat and opens the folder while Keith

walks across the room to get a chair for Henry,

who sits at the desk. Keith sits down next to

Louise.

KEITH

Would you like tea, or coffee, or something wet to

drink? It’s free, for the moment, or it is until the

government starts making cuts again.

HENRY

Ah, no. I’m okay, thanks.

(CONTINUED)
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LOUISE

(putting some notes on the table and

looking at Henry)

Parking?

HENRY

Sorry, what?

LOUISE

Parking?

(pause)

Did you have any problems?

HENRY

No, I don’t drive, I took the bus.

LOUISE

Ah, ok. It’s just sometimes people have trouble finding

a spot, and we have permits in case you needed one, but

clearly it’s not something you have to worry about.

(pause)

Ok then. We’ve already spoken briefly on the phone

about what we do, and whether you’re suitable for this

course, hence why you’re here today. Just allow me to

repeat it again, and then we can talk about you, and

what you hope to get out of this.

(pause)

First of all, we’re a government subsidized

self-improvement organisation, I’m sure you’ve heard of

mindfulness or Cognitive Behavioural Therapy. Have you?

HENRY

Yes.

LOUISE

We help people who have been diagnosed with anxiety or

depression, and who feel unable or have difficulties

reaching out, falling in love or experiencing intimacy.

You understand so far?

HENRY

Yes.

LOUISE

As I might’ve explained already, suicide rates among

men in the UK are abnormally high, although the

statistics for women have increased since 2013 as well,

men are three times more likely to take their own lives

then women.

(pause)

We believe this is predominantly because of negative

thought patterns, loneliness and isolation, false

expectations, denial, and a result of toxic

masculinity.

(CONTINUED)
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(pause)

Holistically, we focus on breaking down negative

patterns of masculinity, and by helping you to feel

good about yourself so that you can learn to experience

intimacy, and eventually to fall in love with the right

person.

(pause)

Does that make sense to you? Stop me if I’m going to

fast? Sometimes I go too fast.

HENRY

Ah, no that’s fine, I understand what you do.

(pause)

I’ve had relationships with people in the past, I’ve

gone on dates with people. But I -

(pause)

I mean relationships can be difficult sometimes, and I

have trouble finding work. I was sacked a few times and

worry alot about money and finding work. So I don’t

always feel good about myself, and I get very low and

depressed, and I don’t know what to do sometimes, I get

very lonely.

LOUISE

That makes sense.

KEITH

What about your friends?

HENRY

I don’t know, I don’t seem to have any friends anymore,

I don’t really know why. I used to know people, but

then, things just harder and harder. People would laugh

at me and avoid me, I think because they thought I was

weird, because I seemed so unhappy, I don’t know.

KEITH

Well, friends are very important, you need them. That’s

why so many people enjoy football, which you don’t

like. It’s very important to show an interest and to

get others to like you, do you know that?

HENRY

Yeah, I think so.

KEITH

(frowning)

Do you care about other people?

HENRY

I do.

(CONTINUED)
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KEITH

But you don’t like football, most people love it.

LOUISE

(raising a hand impatiently)

I don’t like it, not everyone has to like it. Some

people are different, and they like different things,

that’s normal.

KEITH

Yes, but you’re woman, and he’s a bloke. You can’t go

through life expecting it to be honky-dory, and not

care about what other people think.

LOUISE

(mouth open, offended)

Excuse me, I’ll have you know that plenty of women

enjoy watching and playing football just as much as you

do!

KEITH

(scoffs)

But alot of them don’t understand the offside rule.

(to Henry)

Do you know what it is?

HENRY

I know what is it, and I don’t dislike people.

(pause)

Sometimes I do, when they’re nasty or rude to me.

Keith gets to his feet, and positions himself

beside the desk to demonstrate the offside rule

KEITH

I probably shouldn’t, but I will anyway, as it’s always

useful to know these things for future reference.

(pause)

It’s simple really, a player cannot be closer to the

goal line to shoot unless there is a second defender

between the attacker and goalie.

(pointing at Henry and then Louise)

Let’s say you’re the goalie and she’s the attacker,

this desk is the goal line, she can’t make a play

unless you and I are between her and the goal.

(pause)

Got it?

HENRY

Yes. Right.

(CONTINUED)
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KEITH

Right. Simple.

LOUISE

Right. Ok, now -

KEITH

What does your dad have say about all this, he must’ve

liked football and encouraged you to go out and make

friends?

HENRY

Erm, no. He doesn’t, really.

(pause)

I mean sometimes he goes to the pub and watches it,

sometimes we go together, but I don’t think he cares

that much. We don’t talk much.

KEITH

(snorts)

Well, he should’ve said something about it.

(pause)

That’s probably why you’re so depressed.

LOUISE

We’re all different, everyone likes to have their own

interests, but it is important to have friends and talk

to people, and to show an interest in what other people

think, not just your own, do you understand?

(pause)

That’s how relationships work, for example, you meet

someone at work, or at a concert, or somewhere, who you

like and find attractive, and you say something like

’hello Ms, how are you this evening? Oh that’s an

absolutely wonderful dress you’re wearing by the way,

you look beautiful, or that’s very a nice necklace, it

looks fantastic on you, was it very expensive?’ You

see.

(pause)

Just by simply giving someone a compliment and taking

an interest in what they’re doing, you can start to

build a relationship and then suddenly you have a new

friend. Does that make sense to you?

KEITH

You do have to care about what others think, and you

can’t not like someone just because they like football.

HENRY

I care about what other people think, and I worry about

it alot sometimes. I just get a bit bored with them,

and then I’m afraid people will hate me.

(CONTINUED)
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KEITH

Well, maybe they don’t like you because you don’t like

them.

LOUISE

That sounds very negative. If you’re afraid people will

hate you, then people probably won’t trust you or want

to be your friend, so you should try to take an

interest and not be bored.

(pause)

You see, they call this ’interpersonal’ skills.

(glancing distastefully at Keith)

Unfortunately, a lot of men have difficulty forming

positive relationships and using their social skills in

an ’interpersonal’ way.

(pause)

’Interpersonal’ means having a personal conversation

with another person, who might not be your friend or

you know very well, perhaps someone you work with -

(glancing again at Keith)

and then using positive words, compliments and

interesting topics, which don’t always need to be what

you enjoy, to have a nice personal conversation about

whatever the other person likes or thinks is

interesting. Does that make sense?

HENRY

(nodding)

Erm, yeah, I think so.

LOUISE

It’s a tricky skill that sometimes can take a long time

to learn, but you can practise it just by starting a

conversation with a random stranger, just by asking

them a question, being friendly, by making jokes, and

then asking more questions. But it takes time and

hardwork to get there.

KEITH

That’s right, ’hardwork’.

(pause)

Sometimes I speak to people who I find very, very

boring, and who I don’t really like that much and don’t

want to be with, which is quite normal really. But I

simply talk to that person as if I did find them

interesting, and then I just wait for them to run out

of stuff to talk about, and I politely say ’good-bye’

and walk away. Simple, you see.

HENRY

Yes.

(CONTINUED)
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LOUISE

Well, you should never just walk away from someone, but

yes you should pretend you like them, even if you don’t

really,but wait for the conversation to end so you can

move on to the next person.

(pause)

And, smiling and telling jokes is also an extremely

useful tool to getting others to like you.

(pause)

Do you know how to tell a joke?

HENRY

Err, yes.

LOUISE

Would you like try one now?

HENRY

Ah, no, I can’t think of one.

LOUISE

Oh go on, Terry, it’s easy. Anyone can tell a joke.

(pause)

Just have a go.

KEITH

(sniggering)

We promise not to laugh.

HENRY

Ok.

(pause)

This isn’t very funny, but my sister’s niece, who’s

eight, told it to me.

(Welsh accent, squinting one eye)

Hey there, young fella, do you see them two houses on

that hill?

(pause)

Mine’s the one in the middle.

Louise and Keith stare at Henry with blank

expressions.

LOUISE

Well, it takes time to learn how to be funny, but keep

practising and you’ll get it eventually.

KEITH

I think I know why you think people don’t like you, do

you know any Welsh people?

(pause)

It doesn’t matter, it’s an awful place anyway, the

public transport is terrible, like a third world

country. Great rugby team, though.

(CONTINUED)
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LOUISE

Okay, so, we teach service users to do is how to

develop their interpersonal skills through positive

conversations, and looking at other people’s interests,

not just your own.

(pause)

These are the first steps towards falling in love and

experiencing intimacy.

HENRY

I’d had a relationship, I mean, I had a girlfriend

once, but we broke up. I’d lost my job.

LOUISE

Well, employment is very important too, and we look at

how building your confidence and social skills to

getting a job so that won’t keep happening.

(pause)

What kindof employment are you interested in? What have

you done before?

HENRY

Err, mainly administration and hospitality, I’d wanted

to work in films, but it’s really hard to find a career

in that.

(pause)

I was sacked from my last publishing job for

misconduct. I was very depressed there, maybe that’s

why I got sacked.

LOUISE

Oh I see, that makes sense now. That’s in your notes,

we spoke about that before.

(pause)

Relationships can sometimes be very stressful. But it’s

important to recognise your past mistakes and to take

responsibility for your actions, and to stop blaming

others.

(pause)

You must leave your negative masculinity pattern behind

and move forward. Old fashioned patriarchy is dead. Do

you understand?

HENRY

Yes.

KEITH

It’s true patriarchy is not what it used to be, we all

have to change with the times, as they say, so we don’t

end up on the scrap heap, like your old man for

example.

(smiling and taking a seat)

So, moving forward. The big question. How’s your sex

life doing?

(CONTINUED)
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Louise gasps and Henry shifts his weight and

appears uncomfortable.

LOUISE

We don’t need to know about that, please forgive my

colleague. He’s a man and therefore extremely crass and

insensitive.

KEITH

Nonsense! You want us to help you, don’t you? You have

to be open and trust us. Tell us what turns you on and

what type of girls you like, be honest, this is all

important stuff we can help you with!

LOUISE

It’s not area we need to discuss right now, today we’re

focusing on interpersonal skills and forming normal,

healthy, non-masculine relationships. We’ll cross that

bridge when we get to it.

KEITH

I’ve always found that sex is a great panacea when I’m

feeling low, and it doesn’t always matter who it’s

with.

LOUISE

Sex rarely works as a long-term solution for

depression, but intimacy and self-confidence is an

integral part of strong relationships.

KEITH

You read that in a text book, and you talk about

relationships and intimacy as if it were gospel.

(pause)

Men don’t think the same way as women about love and

all the stuff, we don’t need to share our feelings and

emotions all the time, that’s a women’s problem.

(turning Henry)

Terence, you understand what I’m saying don’t you? You

don’t walk around everywhere worrying about what

everybody else is feeling, and whether your own

feelings matter as much to everyone as theirs? No one

does really, do they?

(pause)

No wonder women get so upset and frustrated, they spend

too much bloody time worrying about their feelings. Am

I wrong? It’s part of being a grown up.

HENRY

I don’t know.

(pause)

My name’s not Terence, it’s Henry.

(CONTINUED)
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LOUISE

That’s right, his name’s not Terence, it’s Henry, and

people are different and should think more about what

others feel, that way they’ll stop and think before

opening their big mouths.

KEITH

Ok Henry, but my point is that, sometimes you have to

accept reality, stop feeling sorry for yourself, and

get out there, be brave and take chances!

LOUISE

Yes, but that’s nothing to do with sex, though, is it?

KEITH

Don’t ask me, ask him?

LOUISE

Henry, is it about sex?

HENRY

Erm, I don’t think so -

KEITH

Oh, come on.

HENRY

I mean, yeah, sex would be nice. I haven’t had sex for

awhile, I haven’t been on any dates in a long time.

LOUISE

Yes, and that’s mainly to do with self-confidence and

because you’re unemployed, which good interpersonal

skills are absolutely critical in achieving.

HENRY

Ok.

(pause)

Is it okay if we take a break. I just need to step

outside and get some air.

LOUISE

Oh yes, ofcourse.

(pause)

Well, we haven’t really started the assessment

questions yet, but by all means, if you need to have a

break, smoke a cigarette, use the toilet, go ahead.

Just don’t be too long, though, because we don’t have

much time and need to get this done today if you want

to do the course.

Henry stands up and walks to do the door. Louise

stands up for a minute and Keith follows him.

(CONTINUED)
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KEITH

(patting Henry on the back)

Well mate, we’ve given you a lot to think about.

(pause)

Go stretch your legs, get some air, have a think. Don’t

take too long mind you, we want to be out of here by

five thirty.

(winking and gesturing at Louise)

The other half gets the hump if you turn up late.

Louise glares at Keith, sits back down, opens her

folder and then tears off a sheet of paper and

tosses it at the basket and misses.

Keith stands in the centre of the room, stretches

his arms and smiles to himself.

KEITH

He seems like a nice chap. A bit of a wet rag, but I

think we can help him.

(to Louise)

What do you reckon?

Louise lets out a sigh and shakes her head.

KEITH

He’ll be back. He’ll be back.

Keith stares at his shoes, starts whistling, and

sits down behind the desk next to Louise.

FADE DOWN


